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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

THE LIMITS & EFFECTS OF DRAW ON PROPERTIES AND MORPHOLOGY OF
PAN-BASED PRECURSOR AND THE RESULTANT CARBON FIBERS

The process, structure, and property relationship of PAN fiber as a precursor to carbon
fiber was studied. The limitations of stable spinning and property improvement associated
with hot draw in solution spinning were found and quantified. Conditions were varied to
generated precursor fiber up to the limit of draw, from which actual samples were collected
for thermal conversion to carbon fiber. Samples of PAN and subsequent carbon fiber were
characterized using tensile testing and x-ray analysis. The effects of draw on modulus and
break stress, as well as the orientation of the crystalline structure of both parent precursor
and resultant carbon fiber were found and related back to the quantified draw limit.
KEYWORDS: Draw, Solution Spinning, PAN fiber, Carbon Fiber, Hermans Orientation
Factor
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Chapter 1. Background

1 Introduction

Current materials research and development is highly focused on the creation of
lightweight, strong materials to improve performance and efficiency of modern day
technologies. An example is the use of lightweight composite materials as a replacement
for steel and aluminum in high performance applications. Composite materials are a
combination of two or more materials possessing complementary mechanical, thermal, or
chemical properties.
Composite materials play a large role in the aerospace and automotive industries, driven
by the ever-growing need to reduce weight and improve efficiency while meeting emission
and safety standards [1]. However, the use of these materials has been limited due to the
high cost associated with manufacturing of raw materials in comparison to the current
materials, aluminum and steel. For widespread application of these materials,
manufacturing cost of raw materials is an obstacle that must be overcome.
One of the most popular composite materials used in these industries is Carbon Fiber
Reinforced Composite (CFRC), composed of high modulus and strength to weight ratio
carbon fiber reinforcements and a matrix material. The carbon fibers supply the mechanical
properties possessing much higher modulus and strength values per density than aluminum
and steel. A comparison of the modulus and strength per density of typical aerospace grade
aluminum alloy, steel, and carbon fiber is shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 Comparison of the mechanical properties of typical aerospace materials [2].

IM7 Carbon Fiber
Aluminum 2024-T3
AISI 4130 Steel

Tensile Strength
(MPa)
5516
483
670

Modulus
(GPa)
276
73
205

1

Density
(g/cm3)
1.78
2.78
7.85

Tensile
Modulus/ Strength/
Density Density
155
3099
26
174
26
85

Its excellent properties and versatilities make optimization, quality control, R&D, and most
of all cost reduction, the focus of today’s carbon fiber manufacturing industry. A specific
area of interest in industry is the improvement of carbon fibers at their foundation with
precursor or starting material selection.

1.1 History

Carbon fibers have been present since the gathering of cotton as a source of fabric, as these
cellulosic fibers were exposed to heat, unknowingly pyrolysized into carbon fibers [3]. The
carbonization process of cotton filaments was again observed in Edison’s work with the
development of the incandescent lightbulb [4]. In the early instances of the discovery of
this material, cotton precursor was accidentally thermally converted to carbon fiber. Since
then, precursor materials have improved and more sophisticated materials have been
developed, increasing the popularity of carbon fiber.
In the 1950s textile industry, synthetic cellulosic rayon was popular and eventually used as
the first precursor fiber for large-scale carbon fiber manufacturing. Rayon was used as the
only precursor for carbon fiber by the space program because of its low thermal
conductivity and porous structure, but manufacture was phased out in the U.S. due to
environmental and health impacts of viscose rayon manufacturing [5]. The need for an
equal or better performing material was high for the continuation of space and aerospace
travel as well as the growing interest in light-weight, high-efficiency travel.
The replacement for rayon as a carbon fiber precursor was polyacrylonitrile (PAN), a
synthetic, acrylic fiber, known for its mechanical properties and high-carbon yield. PAN
remains the most popular precursor material for carbon fiber manufacture because of the
relatively low cost and high-carbon yield after thermal conversion. The carbon fibers that
result from this material also possess high strength and modulus values. The use of PANbased carbon fibers for high-strength applications is still growing in popularity today. In
recent years, use has begun to move away from very narrow, expensive military and space
applications to larger scale manufacturing industries like the automobile industry. In the
automobile industry, a wider market, manufacturing cost savings is essential to grow and
remain competitive.
2

The Boeing company, one of the largest consumers of carbon fibers, introduced the 787
Dreamliner in 2011 with an airframe comprised of 50 wt% composites, largely CFRC
materials. Accompanied by a 20 percent reduction of fuel burn and emissions, this was the
largest use of composite materials in commercial aerospace yet [6]. Mainstream market
automotive companies are beginning to implement carbon fiber composites into body
components to reduce weight and meet fuel emissions standards. This movement has been
slow due to the high cost of raw materials and manufacturing processes of the carbon fiber
reinforcements. In comparison to steel and aluminum materials currently used in
automobiles, carbon fiber composites cost roughly 20 times more to manufacture [7].
These high costs are the result of the carefully controlled process of precursor fiber
spinning and multistep high temperature conversion to carbon fiber. To make carbon fiber
composites a reality in mainstream technologies, manufacturing costs would ideally be
reduced to $5 per pound from the current $15 per pound [8]. PAN is the preferred precursor
material for carbon fiber manufacturing due to the low cost of raw materials and ease of
processing, however more work must be done to make these processes affordable for
industrial use of PAN-based CFRC.

1.2 Precursor Fiber Manufacturing

Radical polymerization of acrylonitrile, solvent/polymer dissolution, fiber formation via
solution spinning, fiber draw, and thermal conversion by stabilization and carbonization
[4] are required in the multi-step conversion of raw PAN polymer to carbon fiber. Carbon
fibers can be created by several conversion processes from a variety of precursor materials.
However, precursor material selection lays the ground for carbon fiber properties and
performance. Resultant carbon fiber properties depend greatly on the processing conditions
and properties developed during precursor manufacturing [9]. Commonly used industrial
carbon fiber precursors include PAN, cellulose, and pitch-based materials, depending on
the application [4]. PAN based carbon fibers dominate the current carbon fiber market,
consisting of 90 percent of the market share [10].
The precursor fiber formation or “spinning” processes are of great interest in materials
research and industry. Some fiber forming techniques are electrospinning, melt spinning,
3

dry spinning, dry jet (solution) spinning, and wet jet (solution) spinning. Electrospinning
however, is a very difficult-to-scale process of combining discontinuous fibers of varying
sizes or additives to the fiber [11] and therefore not suitable for high strength continuous
carbon fiber precursor manufacture.
The simplest continuous spinning process is melt spinning. Melt spinning is conducted by
extruding the polymer though a die-head spinerette above the melting temperature of the
polymer, followed by fiber solidification after exposure to the lower temperature air. Due
to the degradation of PAN at temperatures below its melt temperature, melt spinning is
generally not a suitable spinning technique [12].
In wet jet solution and dry jet solution spinning, a polymer/solvent mixture is extruded
through a spinerette into a coagulation bath containing a mixture of solvent and nonsolvent
resulting in a dual diffusion process. During this diffusion process, solvent exchange occurs
to remove the solvent from the polymer and nascent polymer filaments begin to take shape.
The difference between wet jet and dry jet solution spinning is the presence of an air gap
before coagulation in dry jet spinning [12]. Successful wet jet and dry jet solution spinning
requires a careful multivariable balance that can be difficult to optimize and obtain, but
once determined can be very beneficial in the processing and customization of acrylic
fibers. Each precursor material has a spinning process best suited to the materials behavior
and therefore all methods may not be appropriate. Given the readily soluble composition
of the polymer, continuous PAN fibers are most commonly processed in industry at large
scale using wet jet solution spinning.

1.2.1 Polymerization

PAN polymerization is initiated using free radical polymerization of acrylonitrile and a comonomer, most frequently methyl acrylate or methyl methacrylate and an organic acid
(methacrylic or itaconic acid) as a catalyst for thermal conversion [13]. Pure homopolymer
PAN is difficult to dissolve, and is not widely used in the fiber spinning industry [12]. Copolymers are used to blend polymer properties, to improve solubility, and improve
processability [14] by lowering glass transition temperature, changing reactivity, and
controlling oxidation temperature [15]. PAN can be polymerized using solution, emulsion,
4

bulk, and suspension polymerization techniques, depending on the scale and method of
spinning.

1.2.2 Solution Spinning

The most common method of obtaining high quality PAN fibers at industrial scale is wet
jet solution spinning. More complex than melt spinning techniques, solution spinning
requires the coordination of many spinning parameters such as solvent/non-solvent
composition, temperatures, draw ratios, and line speeds. Accompanying the difficulty of
obtaining a well-balanced group of parameters is the ability to optimize and customize fiber
characteristics such as diameter,

cross sectional shape, surface area, porosity, and

microstructure, to produce high quality carbon fibers for application in CFRC.
The spinning process begins with the preparation of a polymer dope (or spinning solution)
by mixing PAN polymer with solvent at an increased temperature for several hours to allow
for polymer dissolution. The polymer dope must then be degassed under vacuum to remove
any gas from the mixture and ensure continuity in the flow. Even tiny bubbles lead to
defects with spinning filaments with diameters on the order of 10 microns. A fully mixed
and degassed dope is then ready for solution spinning. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of a
solution spin line as the dope, traveling from left to right, is spun into PAN precursor fiber.
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1 - spinning solution
2 - filtration
3 - spinnerette
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4 - coagulation bath
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8 - spin finish application
9 - drying
10 - traversing takeup

Figure 1.1 Schematic of a full scale wet jet solution spinning line at the University of
Kentucky’s Center for Applied Energy Research [16] .
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Using a high precision pump, dope is metered through a filter and diffuser system to ensure
pressure uniformity and debris removal (1-2 in figure). Filtered dope is then extruded
through a spinerette with capillaries 10s of micron in diameter, directly into a temperature
and concentration-controlled solution where coagulation occurs (3-4 in figure). The solvent
exchange in coagulation is largely immediate and results in the solidification of fibers,
development of the fibril structure, and the formation of pores caused by the solvent
transfer from the polymer to the coagulation bath. Fibers are pulled from the spinerette,
through the coagulation bath and into a more dilute solution bath by driven rollers which
control the speed of the line (5). From here, fiber is subjected to additional wash (6)
followed by heated water and glycerol baths for stretching (7). The fiber is washed in hot
water again for removal of heat transfer draw medium, glycerol, spin finish is applied, fiber
is dried, and collected on a traversing collection spool (8-10).

1.2.3 Draw

One of the most important steps in solution spinning and the formation of PAN fibers is
the stretching process, also referred to as “draw.” Draw is essential to nascent fiber and
microstructure formation of the fibrils, the foundation of PAN precursor properties that are
carried through to carbon fiber properties.
Draw occurs in multiple steps throughout the process: at extrusion as spin draw in the
coagulation bath, as gel draw in the second bath, and at an increased temperature in spin
draw as hot draw. At the relatively low speeds and solvent exchange in solution spinning,
there is very little orientation that occurs due to draw in coagulation in comparison to melt
spinning. An additional two-step hot draw is therefore necessary to promote alignment in
the polymer chains with the fiber axis [14].
Hot draw in fiber spinning is performed in a hot liquid or steam chest to change the fiber
length and cross sectional area. Above T g, the polymer chains are in the rubber state where
free volume is high and molecules have more energy and space to move and change
conformation [17] under axially applied tension, resulting in lengthening of the fiber.
Complying with the conservation of mass, as the fiber lengthens, the fiber structure also
begins to change as the diameter shrinks, pores formed in coagulation begin to collapse,
6

and the fiber densifies. The fibrils that make up the ligaments in the porous structure are
pulled in the direction of draw to align with the axis of the fiber.
As the nano-sized fibrils align, so do the molecules that make up the structure of semicrystalline PAN, composed of crystalline and amorphous regions. As these chains align,
the crystal and amorphous regions align and their properties are reflected on the fiber in
the direction of orientation.

1.2.4 Limits of Draw

Draw in fiber spinning is necessary for the improvement of mechanical properties. Draw
increases orientation with the fiber axis and thus improves the modulus (E) in this direction.
The mechanism of draw also decreases diameter and densifies the material as pores in the
structure begin to collapse. This densification reduces the probability of defects and
improves the break stress, which is largely dependent of the number of defects per unit
length. However, there are limits to this mechanism that have not been widely studied and
defined. At the tow level, the result of reaching the limits of draw is the accumulation of
filament breakage as the cross sectional area decreases to a point that cannot support the
applied load [18]. Understanding and quantifying the draw limit will prevent breaks in the
line and improve fiber quality and performance. Precursor fiber properties are generally
directly translated to carbon fiber properties. Precursor that is easy to handle with a uniform
tow is essential to create a carbonized material of the same quality. Carbonizing a precursor
fiber with poor qualities and broken filaments will result in poor quality carbon fiber and
additional filament breakage through the thermal conversion process.

1.2.5 The Deborah Number

A dimensionless variable, the Deborah number (De) is used to describe the flow behavior
when stretching liquids of varying viscoelastic properties. This value can be used to find
the behaviors of a material during draw and as shown in figure 1.2, an unattainable zone in
relation to drawing of a polymer, or a theoretical limit to draw.

7

Figure 1.2. Limits of draw or unattainable region of DDR represented by the theoretical
Deborah number (De) [19].
1.3 Thermal Conversion to Carbon Fiber

To acquire the desired material properties of a strong, lightweight material, PAN-based
precursor fibers must be thermally converted to carbon fiber. During this process, precursor
fiber goes through significant physical and chemical changes to be converted to carbon
fiber. This multi-step process includes stabilization, carbonization, and sometimes
graphitization. Each step of thermal conversion requires a careful temperature and time
profile to allow linear PAN polymer chains to cyclize and crosslink to the ordered structure
of carbon fiber [12]. Figure 1.3 shows the changes of the chemical structure of PAN
throughout the thermal conversion process to carbon fiber.

8

Figure 1.3. General, simplified chemical mechanism showing the thermal conversion
stages of PAN to carbon fiber [20].
1.3.1 Stabilization

Thermal conversion begins with oxidative stabilization, during which pendant nitrile
groups are cyclized [14] pictured in figure 1.3. This conversion is usually done under
temperatures in the range of 200-250˚C for a predetermined time depending on the fiber
characteristics [4]. The molecular structure of PAN is altered in this state as the fiber in an
O2/N2 atmosphere is heated, the polymer chains are joined in a ladder formation, prepping
the structure for the changes to come in carbonization [4]. The structure of PAN is fully
amorphous at the end of this step [21]. Stabilized PAN precursor fibers are not fully
converted to carbon fiber, containing only 60-70 percent carbon [9], to create a more
perfect carbon structure further heat treatment is performed. The stabilization process
renders the PAN as ladder polymer, partially cross-linked by oxygen, and infusible upon
heat treatment to carbonization temperatures.

1.3.2 Carbonization & Graphitization

Differing from stabilization, carbonization is performed at higher temperatures, for longer
periods of time, and in an inert gas environment, generally helium (He), with the fibers
under tension. Most remaining non-carbon elements of the stabilized fiber are eliminated
9

as volatiles, resulting in a mass loss nearing 50 percent [14]. Ladder polymer fuses and
begins to form graphitic structure comprising carbon fibers [12] and a mostly crystalline
structure remains. The density of the material increases with heat treatment as the
molecular weight of the components increases and a highly ordered graphitic structure is
formed [22]. Temperatures can reach well above 1000˚C, varying with respect to precursor
fiber and anticipated carbon fiber properties. This step brings the material to over 90 wt%
carbon [4].
When producing carbon fibers with very high modulus, an additional step of graphitization
is necessary. At temperatures above 2000˚C, the graphitic structure becomes more ordered
and annealed, and orientation improves, thus improving the fiber modulus [14]. The carbon
content increases to over 99 wt% to an almost pure carbon structure [4].

1.4 PAN Precursor Fiber Characteristics

PAN is the dominant precursor material because of its high carbon content and capacity to
generate both high modulus and high toughness (high strain to failure, high strength)
carbon fibers. Quantification of mechanical properties can provide insight into the
performance of the carbon fibers to be used to optimize and customize material
performance.

1.4.1 Mechanical Properties

The forces between oriented repeat units provide strength and stiffness in the PAN polymer
chains and as the crystals align, their anisotropic nature is carried through to the properties
of the fiber itself [17] and fiber modulus improves. However, the tensile strength of the
fiber is not wholly dependent on this alignment. Instead, defects and voids present in the
material govern strength.
The irregular, atactic PAN stereochemistry does not allow for complete crystallization and
perfect packing in the structure. As a result, regions where the packing is less dense due
to the irregularity of the structure result and form defects, reducing the maximum tensile
stress [3].
10

The connection between crystalline orientation and mechanical properties is well known
in materials processing and has been used in many studies to customize the properties of
polymer fiber for a desired application. Song et. al used this connection to improve
mechanical properties of electrospun PAN fiber in nanocomposites by hot-stretching [11]
and Newcomb et. al studied draw in gel spun PAN fiber orientation to improve strength
[23]. The many studies of the processing/properties/structure of PAN have provided the
understanding of their relationship and a way to calculate the theoretical limits of draw.
However, experiments to determine actual draw limits have not been widely conducted and
studied. Understanding the effects of the processing limits on the mechanical performance
will optimize the spinning process and customization of the product for a wider use at a
lower cost.

1.4.2 Single Filament Tensile Testing
The mechanical performance of PAN fiber is quantified by Young’s modulus of elasticity
(E) and break stress (𝜎) (tensile strength). The values for these properties can be determined
from the stress and strain measurements obtained when fibers are subjected to tensile
forces. The test method often used to obtain these measurements is single filament tensile
testing.
Length changes (∆𝑙) with respect to initial gauge length (li) and axial forces (F) measured
by a load cell are collected by a tensile test instrument and used to calculate stress (𝜎) and
strain (𝜀) on the filament using the fundamental equations for stress and engineering strain
of a cylindrical rod of cross sectional area (A) (eq 1.1, 1.2).

𝜎=

𝜀=

𝐹
𝐴

∆𝑙
𝑙𝑖

[1.1]

[1.2]

Data is collected from sample failure and used to determine the limits of performance. The
Favimat+ Single Filament Tensile Testing System is an instrument developed for the textile
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industry to test individual filaments for axial mechanical properties. The instrument applies
an axial force on the samples in the form of a crosshead clamp moving one end at a constant
speed until failure. Both plastic and elastic response in the stress/strain curve of PAN fiber
is shown in figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4. Stress/strain curve of PAN precursor fiber obtained from single filament tensile
testing.
The material elastically deforms first as the amorphous regions elongate allowing
crystalline regions to align. Once fully aligned, plastic flow occurs in the amorphous
regions and covalent bonds in the crystalline structure can begin to break resulting in
further plastic deformation and eventually failure by necking [17].
During conversion to carbon fiber, the nitrile group is removed, the polymer chains become
cross-linked, and the percent crystallinity of the material increases [14]. This molecular
change is shown in the brittle, elastic nature of carbon fiber and the stress/strain curve in
figure 1.5., as the fiber’s plasticity is lost.
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Figure 1.5. Stress/strain curve of PAN based carbon fiber obtained from single filament
tensile testing.
From the stress/strain curves of PAN precursor and carbon fibers, break stress is identified
as the stress corresponding to a sudden drop in stress due to material rupture. Young’s
modulus of elasticity is defined in equation 1.3 as the slope of the stress/strain curve. PAN
precursor fiber modulus is defined only by the initial modulus, before plastic deformation
occurs, while carbon fiber modulus is defined by the single region of linear elastic
deformation. Carbon fiber stress/strain curves are expected to display a steeper stress/strain
slope than PAN precursor fiber because of the increase in modulus.

𝐸=

𝜎
𝜀

[1.3]

Calculations made by the Favimat instrument for stress, strain, and modulus can then be
used to determine the fiber strength and relative stiffness.

1.4.3 Crystalline Structure

Features of the molecular structure of PAN fibers are very influential in the development
of the mechanical properties of the filaments. PAN polymer chains are composed of repeat
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units of acrylonitrile that form a carbon backbone with bulky nitrile side group as shown
in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Molecular structure of a repeat unit of Polyacrylonitrile (PAN).
The relatively flexible and repetitive structure of these chains containing small nitrile
functional groups with atactic isochemistry allow only for semi-crystallinity at a maximum
of 50 percent [12]. The dense packing needed for crystallization is more difficult and the
polymer must take an isotactic or syndiotactic configuration to begin to crystallize [17].
The semi-crystallinity creates a structure of varying crystal and amorphous regions as
dense packing is not possible where the bulky side groups are randomly present. The
amorphous regions have low modulus in a rubbery state, while the crystals possess high
modulus in a more rigid state [18].
Crystals typically form in polymer chains by the controlled cooling from the melt
temperature where chains move more freely, to the glass transition temperature where the
chains are essentially frozen [17]. However in fiber spinning, line speeds also contribute to
this process as stress can also induce the nucleation of crystals [14]. In addition to crystal
formation, percent crystallinity, crystal size, and orientation of the crystals also increases
with hot fiber draw in PAN spinning [11] altering the atomic structure significantly.
Thermal conversion to carbon fiber also changes the crystal structure of the material. In the
stabilization step, almost all crystalline structure is removed, leaving an amorphous
structure. Recrystallization then occurs in carbonization, resulting in increased
performance of the final material [21].

1.5 X-Ray Diffraction

For high performance applications, the atomic structure of the crystals is of great interest.
Studies show that the orientation of the crystal structure of PAN fiber is the source of the
high modulus that PAN fibers must possess to be converted to high performance carbon
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fibers [24]. Crystallinity, crystal size, and orientation quantified by Hermans orientation
factor (f) are used to characterize the atomic structure of the fiber and can be determined
using X-Ray Diffraction techniques [9, 11, 14, 25].

The chains take a helical arrangement to allow for tight packing of the irregular nitrile
functional group, stacking these hexagonal configurations, as shown in Figure 1.7. to form
the crystalline regions of PAN. The organization of this packing can reveal a lot about the
properties of the macromolecular chains as well as the properties of the resulting fibers.
From the repetitive nature of a polymer, patterns can be identified as the unit cell of the
structure. A single unit cell can contain many repeat structures.

Figure 1.7. Helical packing of PAN chains as crystallization occurs.
Using x-ray diffraction (XRD), much can be learned about the polymer structure and
composition. In this technique, x-rays are focused and diffracted from a sample, and the
intensities and angles of the diffraction pattern are then used to identify and characterize
the substance. Crystal plane spacing in a crystal structure is unique to every substance,
making it a useful aid in identifying the composition of a substance [26]. The molecular
composition can be determined and used to identify an unknown substance by comparison
against known elemental diffraction patterns. Angles (𝜃) associated to peaks in a
diffraction pattern are used to identify crystal plane spacing (d) using Bragg’s law (eq 1.4)
for a wavelength (𝜆) and intensity (n).
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 sin 𝜃
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[1.4]

The diffraction pattern of an equatorial scan of PAN fiber and carbon fiber can be seen in
Figures 1.8. and 1.9. The PAN fiber peaks at 2𝜃=16.6˚ and 29.5˚ represent the Bragg angles
associated with the (100) and (110) planes. These planes correspond to a nearly perfect
hexagonal spacing of 6.0 Å [27] represented by the lattice parameters a=c=6.17 Å [28],
which define the unit cell dimensions.

Figure 1.8. Equatorial scan of PAN precursor fiber displaying (100) and (110) identifying
crystal planes.

Figure 1.9. Equatorial scan of carbon fiber displaying (002) and (100) crystal planes.
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In the conversion to carbon fiber, PAN fiber is subjected to a series of heat treatments in
which the crystalline structure and fiber properties change significantly. Zhu et. Al reported
that after stabilization, the fiber loses almost all crystalline structure of PAN and
recrystallizes some in carbonization, never to return to the high crystallinity present in PAN
precursor fibers [21], the same can be said for the orientation. The resulting crystal
structure of carbon fiber is shown by the peaks at Bragg angles 2𝜃= 25˚ and 42˚
representing the (002) and (100) planes in figure 1.9.
Each peak in the equatorial scan (figure 1.8. and 1.9.) represents an elemental crystal unit
cell and can be further investigated for structure and alignment about any axis of interest.
As previously mentioned, PAN fiber crystals are anisotropic as they usually lie in the
processing direction of the fiber axis. The anisotropic nature of these fibers leaves
directions perpendicular to the axis very weak and the direction of high strength, modulus
of interest along the axis of the fiber.
In PAN fiber, the crystalline properties of interest are the percent crystallinity and the
orientation the crystals in the direction of the fiber axis. A highly crystalline structure in
the direction of the anticipated tensile stresses will result in a stiffer and stronger fiber.
Therefore, an additional investigation of the Bragg angle corresponding to a crystal plane
is performed using an azimuthal scan about the meridian axis, from which the peak shape
and intensity is used to determine crystallinity and orientation of the fiber with the axis of
interest [9].
In this study, the limits of two-stage hot draw during precursor spinning will be studied
and quantified by systematic DDR variation experiments. Determining the DDR conditions
that result in unstable processing will allow for better control of complex fiber spinning,
and quantitative definition of the limit of draw. Additionally, precursor will be converted
to carbon fiber, both sample sets will be tested, and their mechanical properties and
microstructures will be compared. This work seeks to uniquely correlate the precursor
drawing process to the mechanical properties and microstructures of both the precursor and
resultant carbon fiber.
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Chapter 2. Investigation of Multi-Stage Hot Draw Limits

2 Introduction

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) polymer fiber, the dominant precursor material used for the
manufacture of high performance carbon fiber can be produced using one of two fiber
spinning techniques: dry spinning and wet spinning. PAN begins to degrade below the
melting temperature (300˚C) required for processing and therefore cannot be manufactured
using simple melt spinning. In wet spinning, also known as solution spinning, a coagulation
step allows for valuable fiber manipulation as the structural fibrils form via solution
exchange from the extruded fiber into a coagulation solution bath. As this exchange occurs,
extension by acceleration promotes alignment of the fibrils in the direction of draw and
thus orientation of crystalline structure from which they are made. This increase in
alignment of fibrils with the axis of the fiber tow will result in moduli improvement, for
this reason wet spinning is the preferred method of fiber formation in industry [12]. In
addition to the alignment occurring during fiber formation in wet spinning, PAN crystalline
structure aligns more perfectly with the axis and fibrils densify further down the line in
additional draw zones using line acceleration and elevated temperatures. The atomic and
macrostructure changes experienced by the fiber in solution spinning have a great impact
on the resultant properties of precursor to be converted to carbon fiber.

2.1 Draw During Solution Spinning

The most impactful spinning parameter on the elastic modulus of PAN fiber is stretch or
“draw,” which is responsible for the formation of the final geometry and morphology of
the fiber. Draw not only influences the geometry and morphology of the fibers, but also
the properties necessary to be used as a carbon fiber precursor material [24]. At UK CAER,
draw is applied to fiber in three regions during solution spinning; spin draw, gel draw, and
in combined first and second stage hot draw. First is spin draw, where nascent fibers are
formed through the coagulation process. This is where the newly formed fibril structure
begins to align and the foundation of the fiber is born. Gel draw follows, where coagulated
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fiber, still in a solvent-plasticized state, is drawn through an additional bath containing 50
wt.% solvent. To eliminate any residual solvent from the fiber, the fiber is pulled through
water wash baths and then first and second stage hot draw is conducted near and above the
glass transition temperature. After this, the fiber is washed to remove surface draw medium
from the second stage draw process.
Entering first and second stage hot draw, the fiber has been washed of solvent, no additional
solvent exchange occurs, and pore formation is complete. This step manipulates and
collapses these pores, densifies the material, and aligns the fibrils and the molecular crystal
regions of this structure more perfectly with the axis. Most of the mechanical property
formation of the final product occurs here and is highly dependent on the fiber structure
and any void content.
To manipulate the fiber in this state, an increase in temperature is needed to relax the
polymer chains and thus promote movement in the direction of draw and increase
orientation [17]. Hot draw is done in both steam and hot liquid mediums, which transfer
heat quickly to allow for sufficient draw at high speeds and high draw. Industry primarily
uses a steam stretching approach. This study, however, utilized a two-stage hot liquid draw
system and focuses on the draw relationship of first and second stage hot draw. Spin draw
and gel draw are important parameters in fiber formation but will not be discussed.
The parameter of draw can be quantified by the Draw Down Ratio (DDR) and is defined
in equation 2.1 as the ratio of the linear speed of the fiber exiting draw (v 1 ) to the linear
speed of the fiber entering draw (v0).

𝐷𝐷𝑅 =

𝑣1
𝑣0

[2.1]

The mechanism of draw and the associated geometry change can be explained by the
conservation of mass as the resulting axial lengthening of the fiber is accompanied with an
equivalent decrease of fiber diameter and densification as pores collapse. There are obvious
limits to this draw mechanism and as the fiber lengthens, the shrinking diameter will
eventually be unable to support the load of the tensile force, resulting in filament breakage.
However, it is widely known in the fiber industry that an increase in fiber draw will result
in better mechanical performance [29]. It is therefore the interest of this study to find the
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limits to first and second stage hot draw that produce high strength fiber while maintaining
a stable, continuous spinning process. The following explains the experimental methods
used in defining the draw limits for DDRs at first and second stage hot draw in PAN fiber
solution spinning. The following methods are intended to provide an experimental
procedure to methodically determine the limits of draw in any solution spinning setting
equipped with two-stage hot draw. It is important to note that the results of these
experimental methods will vary with deviation from the many variables associated with
this experimental solution spinline and are specific to the viscoelastic properties of this
polymer fiber spinning process.

2.1.1 Experimental Methods

The draw limit for first and second stage hot DDR values was found over a series of
experiments designed to result in a complete break of the fiber tow and unstable spinning
conditions. All spinning process parameters such as temperature, flow rate, and solvent
concentrations remained constant, except for first and second stage hot DDR. Experimental
parameter combinations in the form of first and second stage draw (DDR1 and DDR2) were
organized in matrix form as shown in figure 2.1. The experimental organization was
inspired by the Deborah number theoretical unattainable region of DDR discussed
previously.
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Figure 2.1 Example Matrix of Experimental DDR Values.
The DDR example matrix shows the plan for the (m x n) matrix of draw conditions. Each
individual experiment tested a row of the matrix, maintaining a constant first stage DDR1
(m) while second stage DDR2 (n) was manipulated. As data points were collected within
the matrix, the goal was to systematically increase draw to the point of unstable spinning,
resulting in a break in the line. A draw condition combination (m x n) resulting in a break
was marked as a data point for the draw limit and was quantified as a single DDRtotal value
defined by DDR1 x DDR 2. Draw conditions above this were not investigated and study of
conditions of a new row of constant first stage (m) hot draw conditions started. Conditions
were considered stable if continuous fiber was produced for 10-15 minutes without a break.
For each successful, stable DDR, fiber was collected at take-up for further analysis. No
fiber was collected upon the result of a break in the line. A change over period of 7-10
minutes was allowed in between each DDR reset to allow for the fiber to reach equilibrium.
The changeover period necessary to reach equilibrium is specific to line speeds and
distance of this spinline. In addition to recording DDR values for an unstable break in the
line, visual observations of the fiber were made to determine the onset of defects in the
fiber in the form of broken filaments or “fuzzy” fiber as an indication of approaching the
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draw limit. Microscopy of the fiber before and after hot draw cross sections and surface
morphology was also conducted.
DDR is a multiplicative variable. The total draw along a spinline, is obtained by the product
of all DDR values in the process. This includes spin draw, gel draw, first and second stage
draw, any draw in wash baths, and at take-up. Equation 2.2 shows the simple relationship
between each DDR and the total draw on the fiber.

𝐷𝐷𝑅 = 𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 ×𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑙 ×𝐷𝐷𝑅1𝑠𝑡 ×𝐷𝐷𝑅2𝑛𝑑 …× … 𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑛−1𝑡ℎ ×𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑛𝑡ℎ

[2.2]

𝐷𝐷𝑅 = .76×2.09×1×1×1×1×𝐷𝐷𝑅1 ×𝐷𝐷𝑅2 ×1×1×.98

[2.3]

𝐷𝐷𝑅 = (1.56)×(𝐷𝐷𝑅1 ×𝐷𝐷𝑅2 )
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[2.4]

Table 2.1 Sample DDR values along the line and the calculated DDR total representation.

The calculation in equation 2.3 shows a sample DDR calculation for total draw in a typical
solution spin run using conditions in table 2.1. This calculation includes spin and gel draw
as well as hot draw and take-up draw. It should be noted here that the spin draw <1 due to
the complexity in the many variables involved at coagulation the material shrinks and
swells, resulting in DDR values often less than one [30].
For these series of experiments, spin draw, gel draw, and draw in wash baths remained
constant to focus on the effects of first and second stage hot draw. Therefore, the
combinations of first and second stage hot draw DDR that comprise the draw limit will be
represented and compared to one another as DDR1 x DDR2 =DDRtotal neglecting the
constant draw from spin and gel draw. Using equation 2.3, the resulting DDRtotal value for
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only the variables of interest, first and second stage hot draw (DDR1 and DDR2), can be
calculated.

2.1.2 Materials
These experiments were performed using UK CAER’s polymer fiber solution spinning
line. The polymer solution was composed of a 300,000 Mw, 13.5 wt% polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) (2 mol% co-methyl acrylate, 1 mol% co-methacrylic acid) in N,NDimethylacetamide (DMAc). The solids content of the mixture used for this study was
determined previously to obtain baseline precursor fibers with circular cross sections and
good surface morphology.

2.1.3 Solution Spinning

A 500 ml batch of 13.5 wt% PAN in DMAc mixture was prepared and allowed to mix
overnight in a cylindrical mixing vessel, complete with a heating jacket to ensure proper
temperature control. Temperature ramps went to 50˚C to allow polymer dissolution under
uniform mixing. Once mixing was completed, the dope was extracted into a Teledyne
ISCO 500D, high-precision, high-pressure syringe pump, where it was degassed under
vacuum overnight. Once fully mixed and degassed, the dope was ready for the spinning
process.
Dope was filtered through a 50˚C heated manifold of five 7 micron filters in parallel,
followed by a series of plates to apply uniform pressure across the spin head. Once evenly
distributed, the dope was filtered through a final mesh filter before extruded through a 500
hole, stainless steel spinerette (hole diameter = 60 micron) at a start-up flow rate of 3
ml/min. The coagulation bath consisted of 77.5 wt% DMAc/H2O and was temperature
controlled at 17˚C. After coagulated fiber was pulled to the first roller, the flow rate was
stepped down to the desired rate of 1.7 ml/min in 0.2 ml/min increments. At this flow rate,
the full tow was guided through a series of baths by ABB motor controlled rollers pictured
in figure 2.2 for washing and drawing. The godets pictured here control and drive the line
speeds entering and exiting draw (v0 and v1 ).
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Figure 2.2 ABB electric motor controlled roller used to guide fiber along the spinline,
variations in roller speeds generate draw.
Following coagulation, the fiber was passed through a 50 wt% DMAc/H2O gel stretch bath
and followed by four room temperature DI water wash baths, first stage draw in 90˚C DI
water, second stage draw in 160˚C Glycerol, and two additional 90˚C DI water wash baths.
The tow was then pulled through a spin finish bath of 0.65 wt% silicone aqueous emulsion
composition, passed over six heated rollers for drying, and wound onto a traversing
collection spool.

2.1.4 Fiber Draw

Polymer dope was pumped through the spinerette at 1.7 ml/min and pulled through the
coagulation bath onto a godet roller with linear speed 0.91 m/s. The formed fibers were
drawn after coagulation in a room temperature gel stretch bath at a DDR of 2.1 and washed
at a DDR of 1.0 in each wash bath. The conditions outlining the experimental draw matrix,
first stage hot water DDR1 (90˚C) and second stage hot glycerol DDR2 (160˚C) were
increased or decreased depending on the DDR total goal. Speeds at take-up were set to
maintain a tension of 100g, to avoid added draw.
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2.2 Results

The DDR sample points were spread throughout the experimental matrix and adjusted as
the draw limit was approached and breaks were observed. Figure 2.3 shows the points of
instability representing a complete break of tow for a combination of DDR1 and DDR2
values to form the draw limit of fiber draw in first and second stage draw. A linear fit of
these values represents the draw limit and was quantified as an average of the combined
DDRtotal values.

Figure 2.3 Graphic representing the DDRtotal draw limit values (data labels) in terms of
DDR1 and DDR2.
As previously mentioned in the methods section, it was the goal to represent the draw limit
of DDR conditions in hot draw as a single combination value, DDRtotal. Each unstable
breaking point was plotted in the points of instability figure 2.3 where a clear limit of first
and second stage draw is shown. The draw limits of DDR1 and DDR2 is visibly represented
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as an inversely proportional linear trend line. That is, as one stage of DDR is increased,
instability occurs at lower DDR in the other stage of hot draw. The first and second stage
hot draw limit can be quantified as a DDRtotal value, where fiber was unstable and resulted
in a break of the tow was determined to be 5.38 +- 0.23, N=10. The average unstable
DDRtotal value found in this study provides a single numerical value of DDR1 and DDR2
combination values that form the unattainable limit theorized by the Deborah number.
Maintaining first and second stage DDR < 5.15 will reduce the chance of instability in the
line when using a multistage hot draw.

2.2.1 Observations during spinning

2.2.1.1 Visible Fiber Quality

Inching closer to the DDRtotal draw limit, it was observed that the visible fiber quality was
declining with increasing draw. Figure 2.4 shows a sample spool drawn at DDR1= 1.85 and
DDR2= 2.7 for a DDRtotal of 5.0, where spinning was stable for ten minutes.

Figure 2.4 “Fuzzy” fiber indicated by broken filaments resulting from high DDRtotal values
at the edge of the draw limit.
(From these conditions, DDR2 was increased to 2.8 to produce a break and a data point for
the draw limit.) The fiber shown in the figure was drawn at settings on the edge of the draw
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limit where the fiber diameter was being reduced to the point of breaking. The poor quality
of the fiber is due to an increased fraction of individual broken filaments in the tow,
presenting a fuzzy-like tow that with continued draw, will cumulate to a fully broken fiber
tow. These visual observations demonstrate the mechanism that led to a complete break of
fiber as draw increased. Thinning fiber diameter to a point where the cross-sectional area
is not large enough to support the tensile load exceeds the break strength of the fiber tow
and results in a break. Tow breaking at DDRtotal beyond the draw limit was not an
instantaneous break, but resulted after sufficient filaments broke to reduce the total crosssectional area to a point that could not support the tensile load being applied. Quality
precursor PAN fiber should maintain continuity and uniformity with no broken filaments
throughout the spinning process to be used carbon fiber manufacturing.
Fiber presenting broken filaments was not the only indication of a probable fiber tow break.
Beyond what can be visually observed, fiber properties and structure were changing
significantly with draw, even at the lower DDRtotal values.

2.2.1.2 Line Tension Monitoring

At the UK CAER solution spinning line, line tensions are monitored using a Tensitron
Platform Mounted Fiber Transducer measurement system (Tensitron, Inc. Longmont CO,
USA). The signal is converted to a tension reading displayed in grams-force as shown in
figure 2.2. Tension measurements are a good indication of conditions on the line. While
tensions are necessary in areas to create draw, very high tensions will result in poor fiber
quality and potentially lead to failure.
Tensions are measured after coagulation, before and after first stage hot draw, after second
stage hot draw, and before take-up. These are the regions where draw is applied to the fiber,
tensions are highest, fiber properties are changing, and breaks occur most often.
Quantifying the tension readings corresponding to the draw limit can prevent defects that
lead to “fuzzy” fiber shown in figure 2.4 and maintain stable processing conditions.
The tensions logged during the varying of first and second stage hot draw are shown in
Figure 2.5. The details of first and second stage draw and resulting process stability are in
Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.5 shows the recorded tensions at first and second stage draw plotted against hot
DDRtotal obtained in the investigation of the draw limit.
Table 2.2 Stable draw down ratios for first and second stage draw shown in figure 2.5

The data found from tension measurements shows breaks occurring after the draw limit as
erratic behaviors in the data develops. The tension measured before a break in second stage
hot glycerol draw was 350 g-f. These values provide an additional way to quantify the limit
of draw in terms of output during spinning in comparison to the user input DDR values.
Maintaining tension below 350 g-f in second stage will prevent defect formation and breaks
in this draw bath.
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2.2.2 Microscopy

The fiber geometry and microstructural changes accompanied with fiber draw were
investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the
diameter changes the fiber experiences in draw. The fiber diameter out of coagulation at
25 μm is reduced to 9 μm with first and second stage hot DDRtotal = 3.18. Figure 2.7 shows
the cross-sectional area comparison before and after hot draw, here fiber cross sections
have decreased by nearly two-thirds. The diameter changes have a great effect on the
modulus and break stress, properties that largely dependent on cross sectional area.

Figure 2.6 Cross sectional 2k mag view of fiber right out of coagulation pre-hot first and
second stage draw.

Figure 2.7 Fiber post hot first and second stage DDRtotal=3.18 draw at 2k high mag (left)
8k high mag (right).
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Additional images of stable fibers collected in this study are shown in figure 2.8. The
images show the microstructural effects of draw. The fibrils comprising the filaments are
shown as striations along the axial direction in each set of figures. Pre-hot drawn fiber,
collected at the roller after coagulation is shown in (i). Immediately collected after solvent
exchange, the filaments have a rough surface appearance from the formation of the porous
structure of the fibril structure and have very low orientation with the axis. In hot draw
conducted at temperatures above T g, the polymer chains in the fibrils begin to relax and
align in the direction of tension [31]. This alignment results in the closing of gaps or pores
in between these structures and an increase in density of the filaments. Shown in (ii), the
fibers have been subjected to hot DDRtotal= 3.18, the striations are much smoother and the
porous structure is less clear than in (i). Figure 2.8 iii. shows the post carbonized (ii) fiber,
here the fibrils are more distinctive and the surface is less smooth from the loss of noncarbon elements and amorphous regions. The transition from a smooth surface to a more
defined, striated structure during mass loss will intensify any voids or defects in the fiber
and ultimately decrease the break stress of the fiber.

(i)

(ii)
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(iii)

Figure 2.8 Side view SEM images of PAN (i) fiber out of coagulation, pre-hot draw (ii)
precursor fiber post hot DDRtotal=3.18 (iii) Carbonized fiber post hot DDR total=3.18.
2.2.3 Scale

It is obvious that the spinning parameters and fiber characteristic goals in industry will not
be equal to those in this study. A fiber spinning setup with diameters differing from this
study can be adjusted using the equation for the change of diameter with respect to DDR
is shown in equation 2.5. This relationship demonstrates that the hot DDR total draw limit
for instability that was found in this study may not be the limit for a larger fiber tow or
larger diameters of single filaments, but may be scaled to fit other spinning conditions. Full
derivation of this equation can be found in Appendix A.

𝑑𝑖𝑛 2
𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 2

= 𝐷𝐷𝑅

[2.5]

Equation 2.5 assumes no necking, constant volume with draw increase, and shows the
relationship between diameter change and DDR. For fiber diameters deviating from those
of this experiment, DDRtotal can be found using the methods described previously. These
calculations allow for the experimental methods to be scaled for use in an industrial setting
for a desired final fiber diameter.
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2.3 Conclusion

In this study, a limit to hot multi-stage draw was found and quantified as a single value
representing the total hot draw as a combination of first and second stage DDR. This value
gave an experimental value to the Deborah number, used in theoretical modeling of
viscoelastic flow with draw. It was observed that the visual quality of the fiber began to
diminish as conditions approached these values, suggesting parallel effects on the
properties of the fiber, affected directly by the structure of the fiber.
Intact fiber samples from stable DDRtotal conditions were collected for further
characterization and investigation of the effects of draw on the performance of the fiber.
The coming chapters will explain the experimental methods and results of these
characterization techniques to relate process conditions (in the form of DDRtotal found in
the draw limit study) to fiber properties and structure.
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Chapter 3. Mechanical Properties and Microstructure Approaching the Draw Limit

3 Introduction

In industry, PAN fiber is typically collected at take-up speeds in the range of 200 m/min
[32]. In a process this fast, fiber quality control is mostly performed during spinning by
monitoring line tensions and temperatures as well as observation of fiber at take-up. The
study in chapter two detailed the process of taking DDR at first and second stage hot draw
to their limits. There, defects in the fiber reached the point of visibility in the form of broken
filament and “fuzzy” fiber and ultimate failure of the entire 500 count filament tow.
However, most defects in the fiber microstructure that weaken the material develop far
before they are visually detectable. This study will dive deeper into the effect of first and
second stage hot draw, to the micro and atomic level of the fiber structure. Results will aid
in the investigation of the processing/structure/property relationship and quality control of
PAN precursor fiber spinning and the effects on the resultant carbon fiber.

Figure 3.1 Visual representation of (a) 500 filament count fiber tow, (b) Individual filament
fibril microstructure.
The visual effects of draw on fiber were observed during spinning as the tow thinned,
decreased in diameter, became fuzzy or completely broke. Defects on the individual
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filaments include voids in the microstructure and surface flaws. Even further, the
crystalline structure of the fibrils, nanoscale subdivisions of individual filaments, can affect
the performance of the fiber. Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of the size scale of a fiber
tow, filament, and fibril.
Multistage hot draw is used in fiber spinning to customize fiber dimensions and degree of
orientation via elongation with the fiber axis. Along with these dimensional changes,
densification of the filaments occurs as the porous structure, imparted during coagulation,
formed by space between fibrils, begins to collapse. The effects of these can be seen in the
mechanical properties and used as a tool to customize the fiber performance and potential
for thermal conversion to carbon fiber. Also affecting mechanical properties, the degree of
orientation of the crystal structure with the fiber axis results from draw.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to image the macroscopic geometry and
surface of individual filaments. Ultrasonic frequency resonance of a single filament was
used to determine the fiber linear density (and thus diameter), and single filament tensile
testing was used to quantify the tensile strength and modulus of the fiber. To investigate
the crystal structure, specifically crystallite sizes and degree of crystal orientation, wide
angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) studies were performed on the fiber.
The combination of these techniques characterized the fiber properties and related the
crystalline structure to mechanical performance up as a function of the experimentally
determined draw limit. PAN precursor fiber samples collected were thermally converted
to carbon fiber and both materials were characterized using single filament tensile testing
and WAXD.

3.1 Mechanical Properties

The structure-property relationship of polymeric fiber is one that has been studied
previously [12, 21, 23, 24, 26, 32-35]. It is well understood that draw is needed in solution
spinning in order to align PAN’s structure with the axis and create a more dense material,
leading to an improvement in mechanical properties [36]. However, draw is not infinite
and there are limits to this mechanism and studies by Gupta et al.[37] suggest a decrease
in performance with excessive draw. To study the effects of draw limits on the mechanical
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performance of fibers, samples were tested in tension. The resultant stress associated with
draw can be explained by modeling the fiber as a long cylinder in the fundamental equation
for tensile stress in equation 3.1.

𝜎=

𝐹
𝐴

[3.1]

Shown here, for a constant cross sectional area (A) or fiber diameter, as the draw force
increases (F), more tensile stress (𝜎) is experienced by the fiber. However, draw decreases
the diameter of the fiber while simultaneously densifying the cross section as voids, formed
earlier in the spinning process, collapse. This creates a fiber that experiences more stress
for a given tensile force, increasing modulus as shown in the equation for Young’s modulus
of elasticity (eq 1.4.3). With little or no draw, there is no tensile force to collapse voids,
leaving a porous structure.
The effects of voids on fiber performance can be determined by relating single filament
tensile testing data to the increase in draw. The number of voids decreases as pores collapse
with increasing draw. Information such as tensile strength or break stress (𝜎) and Young’s
modulus of elasticity (E) is used to quantify the strength and stiffness of the material. Break
stress, sometimes referred to as ultimate tensile stress, is the stress corresponding to
ultimate failure. Young’s modulus of elasticity can be related to the relative stiffness of a
material and is the ratio of stress to strain. The understanding of the hot draw relationship
to the modulus and break stress of PAN as a precursor material can result in controlled
optimization of precursor for the production of carbon fiber.

3.1.1 PAN Fibers

The resultant properties of carbon fiber rely on the processing of PAN fiber. The effects
and limits of hot draw in PAN precursor processing will be determined in the following.
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3.1.1.1 Tensile Testing

Samples for mechanical testing of PAN precursor fiber were collected at stable-processing
spinning conditions from take-up when determining the limits of draw described in chapter
two. Samples past the draw limit were obtained from spooled fiber collected during the 10minute change over period for establishing stability. The DDR values for the mechanical
testing samples are shown in table 3.1.

Table 3.1 First and second stage DDR values for each fiber sample that was characterized
in this study.

Single filament tensile testing of the collected PAN precursor fiber samples was conducted
using a Textechno FAVIMAT+ with (AI)ROBOT2 equipped with auto feed. Values for
stress at break (tensile strength) and Young’s modulus were calculated and reported by the
instrument for testing parameters outlined in ASTM D3822 (Standard Test Method for
Tensile Propertied of Single Textile Fibers).
Each PAN precursor sample test consisted of three full magazines (N>=75) of 25.4 mm (1
inch) gauge length fibers. Axial force on the specimens was measured until break using a
210 cN (214.14 gf) load cell for a cross head speed of 5 mm/min and a pretension of 0.50
cN/tex (0.0566 g/den), a textiles unit for tenacity measuring the break stress of a fiber.
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The apparatus also performed linear density measurement and diameter (D) calculations.
25.4 mm (1 inch) gauge length single filament precursor fiber samples were brought to a
0.5 cN/tex pretension at 1 mm/min crosshead speed for resonance frequency measurement.
Linear density values calculated by Favimat+, user provided bulk density material values
(𝜌), and equation 3.2 were used to calculate fiber diameter (D) for fibers with circular cross
sections. Diameter and measured force were then used to calculate break stress (equation
3.1) by the Favimat+ tensile testing instrument.

𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝜌𝑉
𝑙

𝜋

= 𝜌𝐴 = 𝜌 𝐷 2
4

[3.2]

Table 3.2 The reported precursor values [31] and carbon fiber values obtained via Helium
Pycnometry at UK CAER for bulk density were used by the Favimat+ to report diameter.

Favimat reported diameters, break stress, and modulus values of various commercially
available carbon fibers were authenticated by data sheet comparison before testing the
samples collected from these experiments.

3.1.2 Carbon Fibers

The measurement and quantification of the strength of PAN precursor fiber is important
for thermal conversion to carbon fibers with the properties desired for high strength
applications. PAN precursor fibers have reported strength values from 0.5-1.0 GPa and
modulus 18-20 GPa [23] and increase after carbonization to 5-6 GPa and of 250-400 GPa
[3, 12]. The investigation of thermally converted PAN fibers is important for this study to
fully understand the effect of draw in PAN fiber spinning on the resulting materials
intended for use in carbon fiber composites. To obtain a processing/structure/property
relationship through the full conversion process of precursor to carbon fibers, testing
methods performed on precursor fibers were repeated on resultant carbon fibers.
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3.1.2.1 Thermal Conversion to Carbon Fiber

Thermal conversion of precursor fiber to carbon fiber requires carefully controlled time
and temperature conditions. The conversion process was conducted in two steps,
stabilization and carbonization. Each sample was converted using the same conditions to
maintain orientation formed during spinning for a fair comparison. PAN precursor fiber
was unspooled onto a constant length (11 cm) aluminum frame to a ten-wrap fiber hoop
for stabilization. Fiber was heated in an LND series Despatch convection oven (LND 142-3) at a controlled temperature ramp reaching 150-300˚C for several hours to oxidatively
stabilize the fiber.
Sample hoops from stabilization were mounted at the same length on a graphite hanger
with constant force across all samples for carbonization. Samples were ramped in a
Thermal Technology High Temperature Furnace (1000-2560-FP20) purged of air to high
temperatures upward of 1200˚C in high purity Helium for tens of minutes, after which they
were ready for characterization.

3.1.2.2 Tensile Testing

PAN precursor samples collected and thermally converted to carbon fiber were also tested
for break stress and Young’s modulus of elasticity using the same Textechno FAVIMAT+
with (AI)ROBOT2 equipped with auto feed.
Testing methods for carbon differ slightly from precursor fiber to obtain system
compliance with the measurement of multiple fiber gauge lengths. Individual carbon fiber
filaments at gauge lengths 25.4 mm, 35.4 mm, 45.4 mm, and 55.4 mm were measured for
resonance frequency (diameter) at 2 mm/min crosshead speed to a pretension value of 1.0,
1.5, 2.0, 2.5 cN/tex respectively. Tensile testing was performed for gauge lengths 25.4 mm,
35.4 mm, 45.4 mm, and 55.4 mm (N total>=40, 10/gauge length) at test speeds predetermined
to result in a ~30 second break at 0.50 cN/tex pretension.
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3.1.3 System Compliance

Carbon fiber requires the use of different mechanical testing and analysis methods. Due to
the high stiffness of carbon fibers, system compliance must be performed to obtain
corrected modulus values. The system elongation (primarily load cell elongation) is
negligible compared to the large elongations of PAN precursor fiber and therefore
compliance correction is not necessary for precursor fiber.
High modulus carbonized PAN fibers are more resistant to strain when subjected to a
tensile force. This results in difficulty measuring elongation at break with tensile testing
instrumentation and thus difficulty calculating modulus. The spring constant of the
instrument clamp and load cell system is of the same magnitude as the fiber and contributes
error to the modulus data [5]. To correct this error, a system compliance must be
determined for the instrument’s spring constant and subtracted to adjust raw modulus data.
The correction value (Cs) for system compliance is determined using the relationship of
stress/strain data collected from tensile testing filaments at a range of gauge lengths.
Carbonized fibers were tested at 25.4 mm (1 inch), 35.4 mm, 44.4 mm, and 55.4 mm gauge
length. The average indicated compliance (C a) (equation 3.4) is calculated using data
reported by the Favimat+ system and then plotted against each corresponding gauge length.
Extrapolation of the resulting linear relationship from the plot yields system compliance
(Cs) at the Y-intercept. To correct reported values of modulus (E a), the corrected
compliance value (C) must then be calculated for each gauge length using equations 3.3
and 3.5.
𝐶 = 𝐶𝑎 − 𝐶𝑠

𝐶𝑎 =

𝑙0
𝐸𝑎 ×𝐴

𝐴 = Cross sectional area of specimen
𝐸𝑎 = Average reported modulus
𝑙0 = Specimen gauge length
C= Corrected compliance
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[3.3]

[3.4]

Ca= Indicated compliance
Cs= System compliance

The corrected value for modulus (Ecorrected) at each gauge length can then be calculated
using equation 3.5.

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 =

𝑙0
𝐶×𝐴

[3.5]

3.1.4 Weibull Analysis

As PAN fibers are converted to carbon fibers, most non-carbon elements are removed,
nearly 50 percent of the mass is lost, [22] resulting in reduction of diameter (~40 percent),
and the material becomes more brittle. This loss of mass combined with the extreme
processing conditions during conversion leads to formation of defects in the material [3].
Defects that form in carbon fibers during thermal conversion greatly affect the mechanical
performance of the material [38] and lead to large variations in reported break stress.
Weibull analysis is conducted to quantify these variations and gives insight into the
distribution of flaws in the fibers that result in failure.
A two parameter Weibull statistical distribution of combined break strengths at 25.4 mm,
35.4 mm, 45.4 mm, and 55.4 mm gauge lengths was used to obtain a Weibull distribution
of the break probability.

𝐹=

𝑅
𝑁+1

[3.6]

The probability of failure (F) under a given stress for the number of fiber breaks (R) in a
population (N) is shown in 3.6. This value in combination with the linear regression of 3.7
are used to determine the Weibull modulus (m). The slope of the linearized 3.7 (shown in
3.8) is the Weibull modulus, representing variation in reported break stress values. A larger
m indicates lower variation. Scale parameter (𝜎0 ) is the characteristic stress which relates
the characteristic strength to the characteristic length and is found using the values from
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3.8 and equation 3.9. The Weibull modulus (m) and scale parameter (𝜎0 ) are then used to
calculate F(𝜎) the Two-parameter Weibull distribution (3.7). F (𝜎) is plotted against all
reported break stresses to obtain a Weibull failure probability curve for stress.
𝜎 𝑚

𝐹 (𝜎) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− ( ) ]
𝜎0

𝑙𝑛 [𝑙𝑛 (

1

1−𝐹

)] = 𝑚 𝑙𝑛𝜎 − 𝑚 𝑙𝑛𝜎0

−𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝜎0 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑚

)

[3.7]

[3.8]

[3.9]

The data is presented in a 0-100 percent probability of failure against a range of measured
break stresses. The S shape of this curve gives a visual representation of the Weibull
modulus. A wider S curve represents a large variation and a thinner S curves represents
smaller variations in break stress and thus fewer defects per unit length in the material.

3.1.5 Results

The following details the results of single filament tensile testing on PAN precursor fiber
and subsequent carbon fiber samples at various hot DDRtotal in solution spinning.
Mechanical performance is compared with hot DDR total spinning parameters in figures 3.23.5. The mechanical performance has been quantified in the form of break stress or tensile
strength (𝜎) and Young’s modulus (𝐸), two properties that influence the performance of
precursor and resultant carbon fiber.
In chapter one, a limit was found for fiber spinning stability in first and second stage hot
draw, beyond which filaments began to break and spinning conditions were deemed
unstable. Here, we investigate the effects and possible limitations of draw on the
improvement of mechanical performance of the fiber. A complete data set from single
filament tensile testing is reported in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.2. Plot of average PAN precursor fiber break stress vs. DDR total of (N=>75).
At low DDR total values, break stress increases with increasing draw and variation is small
for PAN precursor fiber. As the draw approaches the draw limit of DDR total= 5.38 +- 0.23,
shown as a red line in figures 3.2-3.5, the deviation become large and the correlation is
lost. The increase in variation can be visualized during spinning at these high draws as
“fuzzy” fiber.
The resultant carbon fiber break stress relationship to draw is plotted in figure 3.3. The
relationship shows again, as draw increases, the break stress of the resultant carbon fibers
continues to increase past the draw limit.
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Figure 3.3 Plot of average resultant carbon fiber break stress vs. DDR total (N>=40).
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Figure 3.4. Plot of average PAN precursor modulus vs. hot draw DDR total (N=>75).
Fiber modulus is dependent on microstructure and preferred orientation. The modulus
values obtained from tensile testing PAN precursor and resultant carbon fiber are plotted
against hot draw DDRtotal in figures 3.4-3.5. PAN precursor moduli values are shown to
increase with increasing DDRtotal and reach a maximum before decreasing at the draw limit.
The variation of modulus values is also low at lower DDRtotal, but grows approaching the
draw limit. These trends are similar to those of PAN precursor break stress with increasing
draw.
Carbon fiber modulus, corrected for system compliance, also behaves similarly to its break
stress as DDRtotal values continue to increase with draw past the limit.
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Figure 3.5 Plot of resultant carbon fiber corrected modulus vs. hot draw DDR total.
Although the carbon fiber samples do not show a decline in properties past the draw limit
in solution spinning, it is important to stay below this limit in PAN precursor spinning.
Processing at or above the draw limit was determined previously to result in broken PAN
precursor filaments which can decrease the handling quality of the material for further
processing to carbon fiber.
During draw, diameter decreases and the fiber becomes more dense, with this, the
probability for defects also decreases. Weibull analysis methods are often used quantify
the probability for defect initiated, brittle failure to a stress value [39]. Weibull moduli
values and a full Weibull analysis of the carbon fibers in this study can be seen in table 3.3
and figure 3.6.
The Weibull modulus values in table 3.3 were calculated using the tensile testing data of
carbonized PAN fibers drawn at DDRtotal during solution spinning. As DDR total increased,
Weibull modulus increased and reached a maximum around the draw limit shown in red.
Past the draw limit, Weibull modulus values decreased. Weibull modulus is used to
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quantify the variation in break stress values, a higher Weibull modulus indicates a thinner
distribution, less variation in break stress, and fewer defects that lead to premature breaks
[38]. This suggests that as draw increased, the number of defects decreased but at the draw
limit, the number of defects in the fiber and variation in break stress began to increase.

Table 3.3 Weibull modulus values for thermally converted PAN fibers for hot DDR total
obtained by linear regression of the equation for two-parameter Weibull distribution.
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Figure 3.6 Distribution of failure probability vs. tensile stress using Weibull analysis
(N>=40) for resultant carbon fiber.
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The Weibull analysis plot shows the probability of failure for a range of stresses. Each
curve is representative of a DDRtotal in solution spinning. Figure 3.6 gives a visual for the
conclusions made with the Weibull modulus values. Variation in break stress is larger for
DDRtotal values past the draw limit and at very low DDR total and is represented as a wider
S-curve distribution of break stresses. The curve in red shows the Weibull distribution of a
sample collected past the draw limit, where variation is highest and the curve is widest.
Investigating further into the individual effects of first and second stage draw, the results
of tensile testing were plotted for each stage of draw in figure 3.7. Each plot shows the
relationship between increasing draw in each stage of hot draw and mechanical testing
data.
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Figure 3.7. Weighted effects of first and second stage draw on the mechanical testing
results. (From top left to bottom right, PAN modulus, PAN break stress, carbon fiber
modulus, carbon fiber break stress.)
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These results show that both modulus and break stress values show a larger increase with
increasing DDR2 as shown by the larger sloping PAN fiber trend lines. Carbon fiber plots
show the opposite, that the mechanical properties increase more with increasing DDR1 as
shown by the trend lines. These plots show the weighted effects of each stage of draw with
respect to the mechanical properties of the fiber samples. It can be concluded that the
effects of draw in glycerol (DDR2) are greater than draw in hot water (DDR1) on PAN
precursor samples. The conflicting results of the carbon fiber samples indicate that hot
water draw (DDR1) has a larger effect on the resultant carbon fiber mechanical properties
than in glycerol (DDR2).
Break stress trends in the tensile testing data were explained by defects in the fiber and
cross sectional structure. Fiber moduli however, depends more on the microstructural
properties and composition of the fiber than defects. Because of this, the effects of draw
on the fiber microstructure were explored to understand the moduli trends shown in tensile
testing data.

3.2 Crystal Structure

In semi-crystalline PAN polymer, random crystalline and amorphous regions provide
contrasting properties. Crystalline regions represent the high strength and stiffness of the
material, which when oriented in the direction of anticipated force result in a high modulus
material [24]. The amorphous regions act as bonds between crystals and are free to relax
at Tg (~125˚C for PAN) [9] to align under sufficient tensions [25]. During thermal
conversion to carbon fibers, the crystal structure is rearranged completely as it is
transformed to a fully amorphous material in stabilization and recrystallizes in
carbonization [21]. The crystal structure of PAN precursor and carbon fiber was
characterized and compared the draw in the following sections.

3.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction Test Methods

The structure and composition of the microstructure of polymer materials are commonly
found using wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD). Continuing the investigation into the
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processing/property/structure relationship of PAN precursor fiber, the following will detail
the methods used to characterize the crystalline structure of the PAN precursor and
resultant carbon fiber samples.
The effects of draw on specifically crystal size and orientation with the fiber axis was
determined. Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffraction system (Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo
Japan) equipped with an 𝛼𝛽-stage fiber sample attachment was used. Measurements were
made using Ni-filtered CuK𝛼 (K𝛼1 + K𝛼2 ) radiation (K𝛼1/2 = 0.497, 𝜆=1.542 Å) at 40
kV and 44 mA. The fiber samples were analyzed about the equatorial and azimuthal
directions for substance structure identification and arrangement respectively [40]. A
schematic of the test angles is shown in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 Schematic of the rotations in X-ray analysis of fiber.
In an equatorial scan, intensities are recorded as the x-ray beam and detector rotate (2𝜃)
from the equatorial axis. In an azimuthal scan, the beam and detector are stationary at a
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(2𝜃) Bragg angle and the fiber rotates about the azimuthal (𝜙). A full test procedure of the
multi-step scans with test parameters is available in Appendix C.
A Theta/2Theta scan was performed about the equatorial direction to obtain the diffraction
pattern and index the substance as semi-crystalline PAN having (100) and (110) planes
[13] at 2𝜃=16˚ and 29˚. The (100) planes were then investigated in an azimuthal scan, from
which the peak shapes and intensities were used to determine the size and orientation of
the crystalline regions with the axis of the fiber. Identical test formatting with slightly
different parameters were used for identifying the diffraction pattern of carbon fiber
containing planes (002) and (100) at 2𝜃=25˚ and 42˚ [41]. Peak intensities and diffraction
data from azimuthal scans were fit using Gaussian functions and analyzed using the PDXL
2.0 software for crystal size and orientation calculations.

3.2.2 Hermans Orientation

The crystalline regions of the semi-crystalline PAN structure provide the material its
strength. As these crystals align with the axis, the material becomes anisotropic with very
high strengths in this direction. The following will focus on the calculation of the degree
of preferred orientation of the crystalline regions of semi-crystalline PAN precursor and
resultant carbon fiber.
To determine the uniaxial orientation of the crystals, azimuthal angle (𝜙) and intensities
(I) from diffraction patterns about the axis scan of a known crystal plane (hkl) were used
along with the equation for Hermans orientation factor (𝑓) in equation 3.10.

𝑓=

3〈𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜙〉ℎ𝑘𝑙 −1
2

[3.10]

𝜋

〈𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜙 〉ℎ𝑘𝑙 =

∫02 𝐼ℎ𝑘𝑙 (𝜙) sin 𝜙 cos2 𝜙 𝑑𝜙
𝜋

[3.11]

∫02 𝐼ℎ𝑘𝑙 (𝜙) sin 𝜙 𝑑𝜙

Where 𝜙 is the azimuthal angle between the fiber axis and the crystal axis and 𝐼ℎ𝑘𝑙 (𝜙 ) is
the intensity at that angle for the (hkl) Bragg peak. Intensities were measured from angles
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-90˚ to 270˚. A Hermans orientation factor of 𝑓=1 corresponds to crystal axes perfectly
parallel with the fiber axis, for 𝑓= -0.5, the crystal axes are perpendicular with the fiber
axis, and 𝑓=0 signifies that the crystal axes are randomly oriented [42].

3.2.3 Scherrer Equation

To explore how hot draw in solution spinning affects the dimensions of the crystals, the
Scherrer equation is used to determine the crystallite thickness (L c). Using the wavelength
(𝜆) of the X-ray, the full width half maximum (FWHM) intensity of the peak (B), and shape
factor (K), at Bragg angle (𝜃) corresponding to the peak of interest [21].

𝐿𝑐 =

𝐾𝜆
𝐵 cos 𝜃

[3.12]

The angles (𝜃) corresponding to equatorial scan FWHM for PAN and carbon fiber at
approximately 2𝜃=16˚ and 2𝜃=25˚ respectively were used to find crystal size. The
instrumental shape factor and wavelength values used for these calculations were K=0.94
and 𝜆 =1.54 Å. Crystal thickness of each WAXD tested sample was calculated using
constant instrument and material parameters, FWHM values (B) and angles were obtained
using the PDXL analysis software.

3.2.4 Results

Data from WAXD was used determine the effects of draw on the characteristics of the
crystal structure of PAN and resultant carbon fiber. WAXD azimuthal scans for PAN (a)
precursor out of coagulation, (b) after hot draw, and (c) after thermal conversion to carbon
fiber are compared in figure 3.9. The coagulation bath fiber has been stretched at low DDR
in spin and gel draw. The figure shows the transformation of the very low orientation
structure of coagulated fiber to the oriented semi-crystalline structure of hot drawn PAN
precursor. As PAN precursor fiber is processed into carbon fiber, many changes occur in
the microstructure and along with it, so do the fiber properties. Semi-crystalline PAN
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precursor is converted to an amorphous structure in stabilization and recrystallizes
independently from the precursor structure during carbonization [21]. These structural
changes can be seen as the thin, high peaks of PAN precursor in (b) are transformed to
short, wide peaks in (c) after thermal conversion to carbon fiber, indicating a drop in crystal
orientation.

Figure 3.9. Azimuthal scans at (100) plane of PAN precursor fiber spin and gel drawn at
DDR= 1.52, (b) combined spin, gel, and hot drawn at DDR=1.52 x 3.18=4.83, (c) after
thermal conversion to carbon fiber.
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Table 3.4 Values for FWHM, crystal size (Lc), and Hermans orientation factor (f) for both
PAN precursor and resultant carbon fibers for each DDRtotal in hot draw during spinning.

WAXD data in table 3.4 shows a general increase in crystal size with increasing draw for
PAN precursor and resultant carbon fibers. The relationships between draw and orientation
are plotted in figures 3.10-3.11. PAN precursor shows a slight increase in orientation with
draw, this increase is amplified after thermal conversion to carbon fiber shown in figure
3.10. The slight increase in PAN precursor orientation with draw quickly levels off to f=0.6,
the lack of improvement past DDRtotal=3.5 is indicative of a limit to the effects of hot draw
during spinning on the orientation of the crystals. Also noticed, the trends seen in
mechanical properties past the draw limit are not present here as crystal orientation is
largely maintained and PAN precursor orientation tends to level off approaching the draw
limit. Although crystalline orientation may show much improvement, other sections of the
fiber, for example the amorphous regions in the structure may be improving in alignment.
The changes in amorphous region orientations were not determined in this study because
the characterization methods were specific to crystalline structure. Since the crystal
orientation was only determined for fibers after hot draw, further study of the fibers subject
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to gel and spin draw, prior to hot draw, is necessary to determine where crystal alignment
is occurring and how much draw has an effect on this value.
PAN precursor orientation values are similar to the reported values for solution spun PAN
precursor fibers of f=0.66 [43]. Carbon fiber orientations however, are lower than the
reported values of high performance Toray PAN-based carbon fibers, f=0.76-0.83 [44].
These results suggest that in addition to draw during spinning, the thermal conversion
process to carbon fiber significantly affects orientation of carbon fiber crystallites.
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Figure 3.10 Calculated Hermans Orientation Factors for PAN precursor fiber vs. DDR total.
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Figure 3.11 Calculated Hermans Orientation Factors for resultant carbon fiber vs. DDR total.
3.3 Conclusion

PAN precursor fiber samples were collected while determining the limits to draw and then
thermally converted to carbon fiber. The mechanical properties and microstructure of both
PAN and resultant carbon fibers were analyzed at and below the determined draw limit.
The goal of developing a processing/property/structure relationship of PAN precursor fiber
and resultant carbon fiber was accomplished. The results of single filament tensile and
XRD testing across a broad range of DDR revealed a correlation between modulus, break
stress, and orientation to with increasing hot draw.
It was found that PAN precursor break stress and modulus values increased with increasing
draw, reaching a maximum at the draw limit quantified as DDR total= 5.38 +- 0.23. At this
limit, break stress and modulus values began to decrease and variation increased. The
decreasing trend of PAN precursor properties after the draw limit was not carried through
thermal conversion to carbon. Both break stress and modulus of carbon fibers continued to
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increase with increasing draw past the draw limit. Weibull analysis of failure probability
showed increasing Weibull modulus with draw to the same draw limit and a decrease after
the draw limit was reached. This points to low numbers of defects right before the draw
limit, after which the number of defects increases as indicated by break stress variation.
WAXD studies on PAN fiber and resultant carbon fiber show an increase in Hermans
orientation factor with increasing draw. Approaching and exceeding the draw limit, these
values continue to increase in carbon fiber, but begin to plateau in PAN precursor,
suggesting maximum alignment capabilities earlier in PAN precursor draw.
The effects of draw on the mechanical performance and crystalline structure have been
determined for PAN fiber and subsequent carbon fibers and the limits to draw have been
quantified in this study. Results suggest there are limitations to draw on the improvement
of modulus and break stress of PAN precursor fiber, but not resultant carbon fiber.
Orientation with the fiber axis was seen to improve with draw for both PAN precursor and
carbon fiber and a maximum orientation of PAN precursor was reached. Moreover, this
study correlates the mechanical properties and crystal orientation of precursor and resultant
carbon fiber to DDRtotal during precursor spinning and determines its limitations. The
resulting data from this experiment is specific to the Polyacrylonitrile polymer and
spinning conditions used in this experiment. However, the fundamental relationships found
pertaining to limits in multi-stage hot draw are expected to translate universally across
changing PAN solution spinning parameters.
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Chapter 4. Conclusion

This study uniquely quantified the limits of multi-stage hot draw in PAN precursor
spinning and identified its effects on both PAN precursor fiber and the resultant carbon
fiber. The essential control and understanding of processing conditions to produce a highquality precursor material for carbon fiber was investigated in this study, the achievements
and conclusions of this work are as follows.
Using the spinning capabilities at UK CAER, PAN precursor fiber conditions were
systematically varied in first and second stage DDR to the point of unstable spinning
conditions. The product of first and second stage hot draw limit at these instabilities was
quantified as a single value of DDRtotal=5.38 +- 0.23, beyond which breaks in the line were
expected to occur.
During PAN fiber spinning, there were many indications of poor processing conditions. In
these experiments, observations were made and related to the conditions of the spinning.
One observation made was the decline of fiber quality as filaments began to break, this was
presented in the form of a “fuzzy” fiber. Tensions monitored during spinning were also
recorded during these experiments. Tension values corresponding to breaks in second stage
draw were determined to be 350 g-f. Maintaining tensions below this limit will reduce the
presence of poor quality “fuzzy” fiber and improve handling characteristics for further
processing and act as an additional way to quantify the limits of draw.
The properties of both PAN precursor and resultant carbon fiber, quantified by modulus
(E) and break stress (𝜎) were determined for samples collected during the draw limit
experiments. The microstructure of these materials was also studied in an attempt to
provide a complete processing/structure/property relationship.
Using single filament tensile testing, the relationship between mechanical properties and
draw of both PAN precursor and carbon fibers was determined. It was found for PAN
precursor fiber that the improvement of mechanical properties associated with draw
increase has a limit. Properties decline at and beyond the draw limit, where fiber spinning
becomes unstable. Further, it was observed that after these fibers were converted to carbon
fiber, improvement of mechanical properties continued to improve past the draw limit.
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These findings suggest that while precursor fiber processing is very influential, it is not the
only factor that affects resultant carbon fiber properties.
WAXD studies and Hermans orientation factor calculations determined that the orientation
of the crystals in PAN precursor fiber showed a slight increase with increasing draw. These
values remained level, as opposed to declining, after the draw limit. This indicated a
maximum obtainable degree of orientation of f=0.45 with the axis in spinning. After
thermal conversion, carbon fiber orientation showed greater improvement with increasing
draw past the draw limit to a value of f=0.60.
The limitations of draw were found and quantified in this study using unique capabilities
of in-house precursor fiber spinning. The actual samples of precursor gathered here were
used to generate carbon fiber samples. By carefully studying these controlled, in-house
processed fiber samples, the effects of draw on mechanical properties and microstructure
of both parent precursor and resultant carbon fiber were found.

4.1 Future Work

The work done in this study has built a foundation to further study multi-stage draw
processes during solution spinning of PAN precursor fiber. As research into this subject
continues, additional study on the individual regions of draw is necessary to fully
understand each component of multi-stage draw and how they combine to affect the fiber.
Due to some of the conflicting results between PAN precursor and carbon fiber mechanical
properties, further research and fine-tuning of temperature ramps and tension during
thermal conversion is necessary to explore carbon fiber mechanical property and crystal
orientation. Repeating these experiments and testing of collected samples from an
improved carbonization method is required to obtain results of carbon fiber on par with
industrial strength carbonization methods. To explain the lack of improvement of degree
of crystal orientation with increasing draw and the potential of amorphous regions
changing with draw, additional morphology characterization will be needed. A full study
of the crystal and amorphous regions of fiber samples collected before and after every area
of draw will determine the effects on all regions of the fiber microstructure. The results of
these experiments and testing can produce a full timeline of the effects of draw on PAN
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fiber during spinning and the resultant carbon fibers. This timeline can be used to show
how crystals formed in coagulation align throughout the spinning process and also how the
amorphous regions that link them are affected by draw. This study laid the ground work
for many new studies on the numerous regions of draw during PAN solution spinning and
their effects in an attempt to optimize draw conditions and the resulting carbon fibers.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Derivation of diameter/draw down ratio relationship
Due to the conservation of mass and volume,
𝑉𝑖𝑛 = 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

[A1]

modeling the fiber tow as a cylinder with cross sectional area (a) and length (l), A1 can be
reworked as
[𝑎 ∗ 𝑙]𝑖𝑛 = [𝑎 ∗ 𝑙]𝑜𝑢𝑡

[A2]

where the diameter (d) of the fiber tow, made up of hundreds to thousands of individual
filaments.
𝑎=𝜋

𝑑2

[A3]

4

Using the known definition of draw down ratio (DDR),
𝐷𝐷𝑅 =

𝑣𝑖𝑛
𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡

[A4]

where v represents the linear speed of the fiber entering and exiting the stretch stage in
length (l) per time (t)
𝑣=

𝑙

[A5]

𝑡

DDR can be rewritten as the ratio of the length exiting (lout) draw to the length entering (lin)
for a set amount of time (t), which then cancels out of the ratio to leave
𝐷𝐷𝑅 =

𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑡

[A6]

𝑙𝑖𝑛

Combining A2, A3, and A6, DDR ca be written in terms of cross sectional area, and thus
diameter of the fiber tow.
𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡

=

𝑑𝑖𝑛 2
𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 2

=

𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑙𝑖𝑛

= 𝐷𝐷𝑅

[A7]

To find the diameter relationship before and after draw of single filaments, divide the d
values above by the number of filaments expected in the tow.
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Appendix B: Single Filament Tensile Testing Data
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Appendix C: Standard Operating Procedure for XRD Testing of PAN fiber

C.1 Purpose

The intent of this procedure is to outline the standard operating procedure for X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD) analysis of PAN polymer fibers and resultant carbon fibers. These
procedures will explain the steps for analysis using a Rigaku Smartlab XRD system.

C.2 Scope

The XRD data collected from these procedures are to be used in the study of the crystal
structure of the fibers, specifically the alignment of crystals with the axis of the fiber. Two
scans are performed in the process of obtaining this data. The initial Theta/2Theta scan
provides information about the material’s unit cells, information that can be used for
material identification. After, a Phi scan is performed to further investigate an identifying
plane of the crystal structure found during the Theta/2Theta scan.

C.3 Equipment

The following lists the equipment used in operation of this machine:
•

Rigaku SmartLab X-Ray Diffractometer

•

SC-70 Detector

•

Cross Beam Optics (CBO) system

•

Receiving Optical Device (ROD) adaptor unit

•

Parallel-Beam (PB) selection 2 and 10 mm IS L slit

•

5 deg Soller/PSC

•

Parallel-slit analyzer (PSA) Open and 0.114 deg

•

Standard Z sample stage

•

Height reference sample plate

•

Alpha Beta Stage attachment

•

Dial gage probe
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•

Ring sample holder

•

Pinhole/clamp sample holder

•

Allen wrench set for attachment change out

C.4 Sample Prep

It is very important when preparing a fiber sample for analysis using XRD, to ensure the
following:
•

Fibers are intact, no broken or loose filaments.

•

Enough tension is applied to the fiber to remain taut but does not deform.

•

Fiber tow is spread flat with no gaps between filaments.

•

Fibers are parallel to one another, no crossing filaments.

One sample is needed for each of the two samples holders, one for each scan. The initial,
theta/2theta scan will use a fiber ring as shown in top of figure C.4, the Phi scan will use a
flat plate with a pinhole as shown in bottom of figure C.4. It is crucial that the fibers be
mounted in the sample holders as similarly as possible.
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Figure C.4. PAN precursor sample mounts: Fiber ring sample holder for Phi scan (top),
Fiber flat plate sample holder for Theta/2Theta (bottom)
To mount a fiber sample onto the sample holder, cut a small length of fiber (~ 5”) from the
sample spool. Carefully do this, ensuring no filaments are tangled in the process and the
tow remains smooth. Lie the fiber across the sample holder and spread it flat, avoiding gaps
between filaments. Using two pieces of tape, secure the spread, flat tow along the parallel
markings of the holder and trim the remaining fiber from the ends. Ensure that the fiber is
mounted centered on the circular sample holder as shown in figure C.4 and that the flat
plate sample holder pin hole is completely covered.
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C.5. Start Up

Begin by selecting Start up and setting the Rigaku X-Ray parameters to the following:
Voltage: 45 kV
Current: 40 mA
then click Execute to initiate startup. Choose general med. resolution PB/PSA general as
the measurement package to be used for these measurements.

C.6 Optics Alignment

Before fiber sample testing can begin, an optics alignment must be performed for the
instrument. Run an optics alignment for the Rigaku using the standard Z stage attachment
and center slit height reference sample plate as shown in figure C.6. This step is to ensure
that the beam will be detected for the attachments used for the measurement through the
sample. Optics alignment requires Open PSA and PSA 0.114 deg receiving optical devices
(ROD adaptor) and 0.5 deg receiving parallel slit (RPS adaptor).
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Figure C.6. Standard Z stage attachment with center slit height reference sample plate
setup for optics alignment.

Select Optics Alignment and Execute and follow the guided instructions for the
alignment, this will require a PSA change.

C.7.1 Z Scan Sample Alignment for Theta/2theta Scan

To start a sample alignment, replace the standard Z stage with the Alpha Beta stage
attachment, manually adjust dial and flat reference to 0 and conduct a hardware
configuration. Insert the fiber ring sample holder with sample into the stage with the axis
of the fiber in line with 0˚ as shown in figure C.7. Turn the stage to transmission position
for measurement.

Figure C.7.1a Alpha Beta Stage attachment (left) and Fiber ring sample holder aligned
with 0˚ marking on stage.

Using the Alpha Beta stage attachment for analysis of fiber samples requires manual
alignment of the sample in the field of the X-Ray and detector plane. Using manual control,
conduct a Z scan to find where the beam hits the fiber sample in the fiber ring sample
holder. A Z scan should be performed before each Theta/2Theta and Phi scan as new
samples are placed on the stage.
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For fiber ring sample holder:
Insert the 10 mm beam length limiting slit.
In Manual Control settings
Theta/2theta= 0
Phi= 0
Z scan Start: -5 mm
Z scan Stop: 1.5 mm
Attenuator= 1/10000 or Auto

Perform a Z scan at the settings for a fiber ring sample holder, observe where the beam
intensity drops as shown in figure C.7.1b, this will require using the zoom function to find
the absolute lowest point. Record the x axis value (Z) of this drop as the z value for the
Theta/2theta scan general measurement. Sample alignment is complete and instrument is
ready for theta/2theta scan.

Figure C.7.1b Z scan of fiber ring sample alignment (left), zoomed image to find precise
Z value (right).
Continue to C.8
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C.7.2 Z Scan Sample Alignment for Phi Scan

For flat plate sample holder:
Insert the 2 mm beam length limiting slit.
Theta/2theta= 2𝜃 value found in B.8 Theta/2Theta scan
Omega= (1/2) x 2𝜃 value found in B.8 Theta/2Theta scan
Z scan Start: -5 mm
Z scan Stop: 1.5 mm
Attenuator= Open

Figure C.7.2a. Z scan conditions found from Theta/2theta scan peaks.

Perform a Z scan at the settings for a fiber plate sample holder, observe where the beam
intensity peaks as shown in figure C.7.2b, this will require using the zoom function to find
the absolute highest point. Record the x axis (Z) value of this peak as the z value for the
Phi scan general measurement. Sample alignment is complete and instrument is ready for
Phi scan.
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Figure C.7.2b. Z scan of fiber plate sample alignment

C.8 Theta/2Theta Scan

Ensure a hardware configuration has been performed. Select the General Measurement
tab, enter file name, sample name, and any notes about the sample. Select Read Current
Slits and ensure the conditions are as shown in figure C.8.1. Select Set and enter the z value
obtained in C.7.1, select Drive the 4 axes to current zero positions box and Execute to
begin Theta/2theta scan. When completed, a Theta/2theta scan for precursor fiber should
resemble figure C.8.3, carbon fiber should resemble figure C.8.4. Find and record the xaxis Bragg angle (2𝜃) value at the first peak in the theta/2theta scan, representing the (100)
planes and go back to C.7.2
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Figure C.8.1. General measurement conditions for Theta/2Theta scan

Figure C.8.2. Options for Theta/2Theta scan, enter recorded Z value from sample
alignment Z scan C.7.1.
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Figure C.8.3. Theta/2theta scan diffraction pattern of PAN fiber. First peak Bragg angle
(2𝜃) values used for Phi scan conditions to investigate the (100) crystal plane.
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Figure C.8.4. Theta/2theta scan diffraction pattern of carbon fiber. First peak Bragg angle
(2𝜃) value used for Phi scan conditions to investigate the (002) crystal plane.

C.9 Phi Scan
Replace the ring sample holder with the plate sample holder, mounting the fiber axis into
the sample holder at 0˚ similarly done with the ring sample holder.
Perform a z scan using the flat plate sample holder conditions in C.7.2 and 2𝜃 values found
in C.8. Ensure a hardware configuration has been performed. Select the General
Measurement tab, enter file name, sample name, and memo. Select Read Current Slits
and ensure the conditions are as shown in figure C.9.1. Select Set and enter the Z value,
Theta/2theta, and Omega values from C.7.2. Select Drive the 4 axes to current zero
positions box and Execute to begin Phi scan.
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Figure C.9.1. General Measurement Conditions for Phi Scan

Figure C.9.2. Options for Phi scan, enter recorded Theta/2Theta, Omega, and Z value
from sample alignment Z scan.
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Figure C.9.3. Correct azimuthal (Phi) scan of a fiber sample.

A correct Phi scan about the azimuthal angle for both PAN precursor and carbon fiber is
shown in figure C.9.3. To begin another test, return to step C.7.1.

C.10 Shutdown

Power down the instrument, select Shut Down, set
XG set: XG Off
Voltage: 20 kV
Current: 2 mA
And select Execute
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